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Providence-branded operations around the world

UK
c.£8m

USA
c.$64m
Hong Kong

Cayman Islands
c.$4.5m

Guernsey/Jersey
c.£45m
Brazil
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Flow of monies

PIF

Providence Fomento
Guernsey bank a/c

Providence Global
/ Providence
Group Finance
US
investors

Expenses

Non-factoring
investments

PFM Brazil

Non-factoring
investments in
Brazil

Factoring in
Brazil
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Timeline

The JAMs’ are appointed by the Royal
Court, report to the Court, and hold the
first meeting of creditors and investors

Royal Court approves the litigation
funding agreement between the
JAMs and Manolete Partners plc

2017

2016

June/July

May/June

April

November

The JAMs’ detailed investigations
commence

June

September

August

The JAMs’ initial investigations commence

The JAMs and their legal
advisors expect to
materially progress the
contemplated claims

2018

Antonio Buzaneli and Jose Manuel Ordoñez
indicted in Minnesota
Antonio Buzaneli, Jose Manuel Ordoñez
and Julio Rivera sign plea agreements in
relation to charges of wire fraud and
conspiracy to commit wire fraud, with AB’s
sentencing guideline at 20 years

The JAMs of PIF execute a Common Interest
Privilege Agreement with Maria Yip, the US
Chapter 7 Bankruptcy Trustee of Providence
Fixed Income Fund, LLC and Providence Financial
Investments, Inc.

JAMs are served with documents by the
US Trustee’s legal counsel, most notably
the motion for substantive consolidation
of the worldwide Providence Companies’
estates

The JAMs instruct US counsel to represent
them and the Guernsey/Jersey/UK
companies in contesting the substantive
consolidation motion
US counsel represents the JAMs in the
Miami Bankruptcy Court and negotiates a
settlement for the withdrawal of the US
Trustee’s motion
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